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NICE inContact CXone helps organizations be first in their industry 
by powering exceptional experiences for customers and employees. 
CXone is the first and only platform unifying best-in-class Omnichannel 
Routing, Analytics, Workforce Optimization, Automation and Artificial 
Intelligence—all built on an Open Cloud Foundation.

CXone helps organizations of all sizes empower your teams to move 
faster and work smarter. CXone delivers one unified experience, on one 
cloud native platform, along one proven path, from one leader.

Empower your teams

CXone 
Workforce 

Optimization

Unlock the potential 

of your team by 

inspiring employee 

self-improvement 

and amplifying 

agent quality 

management efforts.

CXone 
Open Cloud 
Foundation

Power rapid 

innovation with 

an extensible 

enterprise-grade 

platform that scales 

securely, deploys 

quickly, and serves 

customers of all 

sizes globally.

CXone 
Omnichannel 

Routing

Connect customer 

journeys across any 

channel, enabling 

a consistent, 

personalized 

customer 

experience.

CXone 
Automation 

& AI

Streamline service 

delivery with 

intuitive technology 

that eliminates 

mundane tasks and 

speeds resolution 

of customer issues 

for better business 

outcomes.

CXone 
Analytics

Get actionable 

insights from every 

interaction to 

drive measurable 

improvements in 

customer experience 

and agent 

performance.

Be the
in your industry

first



 ¢ Connect customer journeys in a highly personalized way – 
across any channel

 ¢ Ensure flawless customer experience improving scores and 
metrics with omnichannel session handling

 ¢ Seamless agent experience for faster onboarding, better 
 performance, and greater engagement and retention

 ¢ Turn insights into results with smart state-of-the-art analytics 

 ¢ Streamline processes and interactions using machine 
learning, AI, and robotic automation

 ¢ Accelerate innovation, empower agents and simplify administration 
with a single, modern cloud native architecture

 ¢ Fully scalable and elastic – pay as you go

 ¢ World-class cloud operations with automatic upgrades and 
99.99% guaranteed availability

 ¢ The only cloud contact center solution with a Trust Office, 
NICE inContact maintains the highest levels of security at every layer.  

 ¢ Open and extensible with over 250 APIs and 110 development partners

 Purpose-built, best-of-breed and unified applications
optimize operations and transform customer experience

 Grow with the last platform you’ll ever need. Scale and operate with confidence –
guaranteed scalability, reliability, and security on a single platform

One experience

One cloud



 ¢ Fastest turn-up of new capabilities 

 ¢ Protect current investments with hybrid integration 
and migration options

 ¢ Quick and easy to add products and capabilities 
 as you need them, for as long as you need them

 ¢ Partnering with the leader means better 
service, improved KPI’s and kept promises

 ¢ Most cloud native contact center 
revenue and deployments in the world

 ¢ Strength to innovate with leading R&D 
spend and financial strength and stability

 ¢ Most industry expertise and widest range 
of seamless integrations with over 100 ISV 
partner solutions, and the full support of  
the industry’s largest developer ecosystem

 Protect current
 investments while
 moving confidently
 to the cloud

 Rely on the trusted
 choice to power
 your customer
 experience

One path

One leader



 Transforming One-on-One
 Experiences in the Contact
Center
NICE inContact CXone, the world’s #1 cloud customer experience platform, helps
organizations be first in their industry by powering exceptional experiences for customers
and employees. CXone is the first and only platform unifying best-in-class Omnichannel
Routing, Analytics, Workforce Optimization, Automation and Artificial Intelligence – all
built on an Open Cloud Foundation. CXone helps organizations of all sizes be first and
stay first, empowering your teams to move faster and work smarter. Be the first choice
of customers, first to innovate, first choice employer. Only CXone delivers one unified
experience, on one cloud native platform, along one proven path, from one leader.

Turn Insights Into 
Results

Unlock Your Team's 
Potential

ANALYTICS WORKFORCE 
OPTIMIZATION

OMNICHANNEL
ROUTING
Connect Journeys 
Across Any Channel

Streamline Service 
Delivery

AUTOMATION 
& AI

OPEN CLOUD FOUNDATION
Power Rapid Innovation

™



About NICE inContact
NICE inContact makes it easy and affordable for organizations around the globe to create stand-out customer experiences 
while meeting key business metrics. NICE inContact provides the world’s #1 cloud customer experience platform, NICE 
inContact CXone™, built on an open cloud foundation that is flexible, scalable and reliable for enterprise, small business, 
government and business process outsourcers. NICE inContact is a part of NICE (Nasdaq: NICE), the worldwide leading 
provider of both cloud and on-premises enterprise software solutions 

 For more information, visit: www.NICEinContact.com

75 West Towne Ridge Parkway, Tower 1, Salt Lake City, UT 84070

tele | 866-965-7227 intl | +44 (0) 207.002.3000 email | info@NICEinContact.com web | www.NICEinContact.com

About Unify Communications
Unify Communications, an international cloud service integrator, provides hosted and true cloud telecommunications and 
contact centre solutions. A supplier to worldwide organizations, Unify specializes in the implementation and support of true 
cloud transformation solutions, having built strong relationships with global vendors. Named 16th in the Deloitte 
Technology Fast 50, Managed Service Provider of the Year in the UK Cloud Awards and Reseller of the Year in the 
National Technology Awards, Unify works tirelessly to deliver exceptional standards of support to their customers. The 
quality of the solutions they offer, the strength of their partner and customer relationships, and their continuing emphasis 
on quality service means Unify continues to act as a disruptor within the mid-enterprise space. 

Visit our website at www.unifyus.com or contact us on 03330 110 400 or 
at sales@unifyus.com

https://www.unifyus.com/
mailto:sales@unifyus.com



